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FROM THE PRESIDENT

ON REPETITION &
STARTING NEW CYCLES
As animation artists and writers, we create life through our
characters. The lion’s share allow us to derive inspiration
from the voice actors’ performances. Our (not so) silent
partners give us boatloads of lilts, falls, beats, and breaths
to dig our pencils and styluses into.
Capturing into all the nuances of reads requires attention
to and repetition of the track. When we nail it—and we
do, because Animation Guild members are the best in the
world—the craft is felt, and our audience travels along the
journey with us.
Meanwhile, those phrases and lines spin around in our heads. For me, they tend to be from
The Simpsons. There was a scene where Moe the bartender renovates the bar. He swings a
sledgehammer at a here-to-fore never seen and there-to-fore never reappearing support
pole in the middle of the tavern, accompanied by a lively “Hnn-dah!!” For weeks, my
cubemate and I would declare, “Hnn-dah!!” at random moments. Ironically, the line never
made it to air (ah, entertainment!), yet it remains in my brain a decade later.
The line making the recent mental rounds is from “Springfield Splendor,“ where a deep male
announcer’s voice thunders, “Bechdel Test FAIL!!!” while Lisa and Marge share a Comic-Con panel
with Fun Home graphic novel artist Alison Bechdel. Although the test first appeared in 1985 in her
comic strip Dykes to Watch Out For, crediting her friend Liz Wallace, it was new to me in 2017.

ON THE COVER
Sketch of Hiccup drawn
by Dean DeBlois, Director
of How to Train Your
Dragon: The Hidden World.
Additional artwork courtesy
of DreamWorks Animation/
NBCUniversal.

For those likewise unfamiliar, the simple test measures the representation of women in a story
using three questions: 1) Are there two female characters? 2) Do they have a conversation? 3) Is that
conversation about something other than a male character? (Spoiler: Marge fails the Bechdel Test.)
In 2004, actress Geena Davis asked an even more basic question: are there female
characters? At an event in the early days of her organization See Jane (seejane.org), Davis
described watching animated programs with her daughter where she noticed a dearth of
female characters, even in the crowds. She noted that with this invisibility, “we’re showing
children at the youngest age that women and girls do not take up half the space and do
not have the same value and importance as men and boys.” This reality hit an animator
attendee who declared, “My gosh! That’s ME! I drew a crowd today!
As the booming “Bechdel Test FAIL!!!” circled my thoughts, it prompted me to use that lens
when watching programs and movies. It’s jarring how many stories don’t pass, including
ones with some fantastic female characters.
But then out of the ones that do pass, I was surprised to realize how many would fail a
“Reverse” Bechdel Test.
The solution to the tricky knot of equal representation in entertainment is not the extremes of
either/or. We can have stories featuring one gender as well as those about the other, but what
we’re missing is stories that feature us all together. The same goes for other underrepresented
groups. Likewise, See Jane has expanded into researching many marginalized groups across
media in their effort to “engage, educate, and influence content creators.”
And guess what? We’re the content creators. Whether we’re running shows, writing scripts,
or populating crowds, my gosh, that’s us. We create the characters and the dialogue. We’re
the ones who choose their gender, their heritage, and their story. We have the chance,
every day, in our glorious industry, to either repeat the cycle or start a new one.
When we nail this—and we will, because Animation Guild members are the best in the world—
the impact will be visible, and our audience, all of it, will travel along the journey with us.
In Solidarity,
KC “Hnn-dah!!” Johnson
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We also take a look at the evolution of beloved characters in the How to Train
Your Dragon trilogy’s latest film, The Hidden World (p. 30); along with how The
LEGO Movie team approached its long-awaited sequel. But growth and change
don’t just apply to films, the words are synonymous with motherhood. Juggling
both a career in animation and a family can be difficult. We met with more than
a dozen women in animation and talked about their experiences balancing both
(p. 24). They share how their perspectives have changed over the years and how
the industry can support families more effectively in the future.
Keyframe also continues to evolve as we enter the second year of publication,
and we will continue to work hard to celebrate artists, address issues affecting
artists, provide answers to common questions, and raise the profile of the craft
and Guild within the entertainment community.
Best wishes,

Send address changes to Keyframe, 1105 N. Hollywood Way, Burbank,

CA 91505.
The opinions expressed in this magazine do not represent the official policy of TAG
nor are endorsed by the guild. The publishing committee adheres to a strict
standard for advertisers and will not accept advertising from non-signatory
companies that perform bargaining unit work. Readers should not assume that
TAG endorses products and /or services advertised.

Alexandra Drosu
editor@tag839.org
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WHITNEY FRIEDLANDER
(“If You Dream It”) is an
entertainment journalist
who lives in Los Angeles
with her husband, son
and infamously ornery cat. A former staff
writer at Los Angeles Times and Variety, she
has also written for Esquire, Marie Claire
and The Washington Post.
Freelance writer and
author KAREN BRINER
(“In Focus”) grew up in
Cape Town, South Africa
where her garden was
home to wild chameleons. Her most recent
novel is Snowize & Snitch: Highly Effective
Defective Detectives.
EVAN HENERSON’S
(“Web of Innovation”)
career spans journalism
and nonprofit
communication. His work
has appeared in Orange Coast Magazine, TV
Guide and Los Angeles Daily News where he
was a staff writer and critic. While earning
his Master’s Degree from USC, Evan walked
the entire length of Ventura Boulevard.
HARVEY DENEROFF
(“The First Picket Line”)
is currently writing a
book on the early history
of animation unions,
Popeye the Union Man: The Rise and Fall
of the Screen Cartoonists Guild, for the
University of California Press. His father,
Joe Deneroff, walked the picket line during
the 1937 Fleischer strike.

Representing animation artists,
writers and technicians since 1952.
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LIFE LESSONS
IT TOOK STORYBOARD ARTIST NATALIE NOURIGAT YEARS TO BREAK INTO
ANIMATION. AS A PORTLAND-BASED CARTOONIST, SHE FREELANCED AS A
STORYBOARD ARTIST FOR COMMERCIALS, BUT SHE WAS DRAWN TO THE
IDEA OF WORKING IN ANIMATION.
“I just thought that it wasn’t possible for
me because I didn’t go to an art school,”
she says. “I didn’t get the right internship
and had no studio experience.” At the
age of 27, she decided to give it a try. “I
revamped my portfolio [and] my website,
took a couple of classes and started
storyboarding original short stories to
have something to show.”
Unfortunately, not much happened until
she got a break from her friend, Madeleine
Flores, who asked her to help storyboard
an episode of Bee and Puppycat. It was just
one episode but studios started taking

her more seriously and she began getting
interest from recruiters.
When she landed her first job, it was time to
move to LA from Oregon. And, though the
gig was only for three months, she bought a
car and started a lease on a new apartment.
“I was told no for years, like no positive
reaction to my work whatsoever from
animation,” she says. “And it still ended
up happening for me.” Today, she’s a story
artist at Walt Disney Animation Studios.
“I grew up being interested in animation but
not knowing what the careers were, not
knowing anybody who worked in animation,”
she says. She wished someone had offered
her guidance so Nourigat decided to go
back to her cartoonist roots and write a
guide for other artists, just beginning their
careers, logically named— I Moved to LA to
Work in Animation (2019, Boom! Studios).
“I wanted to make it easier for people
that come after me. So it’s all the stuff
that I wish somebody had told me—What
careers are out there? How to break in?
What’s it going to be like when you get
there? Things about LA, things about
animation,” she adds.
Plus, it was a visual medium Nourigat felt
comfortable with. Her first graphic novel
was an autobiography, Between Gears,
cataloging her last year of college and she’s
come to the genre whenever she’s had
something personal to relate. Though, she

8
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says, her artistic style has evolved. “It’s kind
of a mix between the comics that I used to
do and the storyboarding I do now. It’s very
fast and rough and loose,” she says.
The amount of text in order to get the
information across was one of her biggest
challenges, spending five months writing
and only two drawing. She structured each
page more like an infographic to make the
dense text appear less intimidating.
“At Disney, I’ve been pushed to think about
what’s beneath the technique, beneath the
artwork. What’s the point of this scene?
And how can it be more emotional?” she
explains. She’s applies the same principles
to her personal work.
After asking friends to read the book, she
began to see the breadth of experiences in
the industry and she wanted to share some
of those stories as well. In the last chapter,
you’ll find interviews with other artists
including Annie Wang, a prop designer on
Steven Universe who studied linguistics,
and Kelly Perdue, a storyboard artist on
Infinity Train who grew up in Detroit.
“The best possible thing that could come
out of this [book] is raised awareness,” she
says, “and 12 other people going, ‘That’s
not exactly my experience, let me make a
book about what happened to me.’”
left:

Nourigat’s graphic novel cover;
A page inside

opposite :
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ON THE JOB

ON THE JOB

DIFFERENT BACKGROUNDS
MANY BACKGROUND DESIGNERS ARE DRAWN TO THE CHALLENGE OF CREATING
NEW WORLDS FOR CHARACTERS TO LIVE IN. IT’S A SYMBIOTIC RELATIONSHIP—
BOTH CHARACTERS AND BACKGROUNDS COMPLEMENTING ONE ANOTHER TO TELL
A RICHER STORY. WE SPOKE TO ARTISTS TO FIND OUT WHAT INSPIRES THEM AND
WHAT THE POSITION ENTAILS.
MARYAM SEFATI / WARNER BROS.

Sefati started her animation career in 2004
in her native country of Iran. “It was a whole
new fascinating world to me and I was eager
to educate myself about anything animation
related. I stayed up nights watching all the
animated projects I could lay my hands on,”
she says. “It was not easy to find good sources since Iran had
sanctions in place, and in many cases foreign materials were
banned.” More problematic was the lack of respect she garnered
as a woman in the industry. With the support of her family, she
and her husband moved to the U.S. in 2011 and she started
studying visual development and illustration at the Academy
of Art University in San Francisco. In 2014, she was hired for
her first job at Warner Bros. and has worked at several other
studios including Disney TV, Titmouse and Cartoon Network.
WHY DID YOU FOCUS ON BACKGROUND DESIGN?
When I started working, I said yes to different opportunities—3D
modeling, compositing, visual effects, concept art…After a few
years of exploring, I realized designing environments is what I am
interested in. When you are designing a set or location you are
setting the world, the base where the characters can come in and
fill it.

HOW WOULD YOU DESCRIBE YOUR JOB?
Sometimes we design environments, which reflect our world today,
and sometimes we build a new imaginary world. With every show I
work on, I get to experience the creativity of varied talented artists
and I cannot find anything more joyful than that.
WHAT DOES YOUR DAY AT WORK LOOK LIKE?
We are asked to design each episode in a week or two. We receive
the handouts and storyboards from the production team and
art director. They pass along to us what the show creators had
in mind and they usually give us reference. The design process
starts with doing quick sketches and going over them with the art
director. After his or her approval, we will take that sketch to final
render within the already established style of the show. Besides
that, I always try to watch animation from all over the world. I am
interested in how different artists approach their work and I want
to experience their point of view of the world through the ways
they express their thoughts and feelings.

10
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AMANDA LI / DISNEY TV

Li’s degree in architecture from Penn State
comes in handy as a background designer. After
several years working as a junior architect
she realized she was only enjoying the design
and conceptual portion of the job. “I grew up
drawing and had always enjoyed the visual
arts so I moved to LA and began my transition into animation,”
she says. “I gravitated to background design because I still love
creating worlds and spaces.
HOW WOULD YOU DESCRIBE YOUR JOB?
I currently work as a background designer on the show Rapunzel’s
Tangled Adventure. My role is to design and create environments for
the action of the characters and props to take place.

WHAT IS THE BEST PART OF YOUR JOB?
The best part is getting to be creative and flexing my design muscles
and, of course, drawing everyday.
WHAT ARE THE BIGGEST CHALLENGES?
The biggest challenge sometimes is burnout, if you work too much or the
content you are working on gets monotonous. When working on 3D productions, the hardest part is always the turnarounds if the set is complicated.
WHERE DO YOU GET INSPIRATION?
I get my inspiration from the world around me. I try to be perceptive
anytime I go somewhere and make mental notes of things I find
interesting—be it how people interact with architecture, details of how
things are put together or new plants I find on a hiking trail.

WHAT’S REWARDING ABOUT YOUR JOB?
Some locations are challenging because they do not exist in real
life. To build these worlds, the design team must figure out the look
in a limited amount of time. The process is exciting and I must say
it can be stressful sometimes but it’s very rewarding when we hear
back from our fans that not only did they notice the details of the
environment but they liked it a lot.

WHAT TIPS WOULD YOU GIVE AN ARTIST INTERESTED IN
YOUR CAREER?
You have to have a good handle on perspective and feel comfortable drawing
multiple views. Secondly is getting a good handle on scale and putting
things in an environment that looks believable relative to everything else.
Sometimes, I recommend just playing in a modeling program like SketchUp
so you can get your mind into the habit of viewing and mapping space in
3D. Drawing from life is always good practice and, of course, practice a lot.

WHERE DO YOU GET INSPIRATION?
There are so many talented artists worldwide and thanks to the
internet it’s easy to access their work. Mary Blair gave me faith
and confidence that women can do a lot in animation even during
a time when things were generally not on her side. She showed us
how our artwork can be our power and how we can influence or
environment with it.
WHAT TIPS WOULD YOU GIVE AN ASPIRING		
BACKGROUND ARTIST?
To be curious and look around more. Go out and paint or draw
what you see around you. It’s easy to lose touch with real life
when we have to work indoors most of the day. Our environment
and nature is the best source of inspiration. Be respectful to
your co-workers and the artists around you. These are the people
who are going to be with you more than your family and support
you. And try to be flexible in your style while you are finding and
exploring your own world.

WHAT DOES YOUR TYPICAL DAY LOOK LIKE?
My typical day usually involves getting a list of scenes that I am responsible
for from a specific episode. I prep the files by looking for reference and
gathering any reusable assets. Sometimes, I have a conversation with
my supervisor before I start on a new episode to make sure I understand
the feel and direction of the story. Then I start roughing while keeping
action, composition, and storytelling in mind. Finally, when I am happy
with the rough lay in, I will clean it up and turn it in for approvals.

RYAN CECIL SMITH / 		
CARTOON NETWORK

When Smith graduated from college with a fine
art degree he wasn’t quite sure what to do with
it so he took a day job and drew comics and
zines on the side. It wasn’t until his mid- to late20s that he discovered the animation industry in
California. “I continued to make comics but with animation and film
in mind, developed a more relevant portfolio and sent my work to
artists and studios,” he says. “It was about five years before I finally
got a full-time job in the industry, which I love.”
TELL US ABOUT YOUR JOB.
I’m a background designer at Cartoon Network for OK K.O.! Let’s Be
Heroes! Every week the design team is assigned a new episode. We
work out what’s reusable and what are new designs, and basically
have a week to create everything that’s needed. Sometimes I’m
creating big new key environments, sometimes I’m doing single shots…
it depends on what’s needed. It’s always different and fun.
WALK US THROUGH A TYPICAL DAY.
We operate on a weekly schedule, so on Monday I’ll have a handout
meeting with my fellow BG designer and our art director, and then by
Thursday and Friday we’ll turn everything in. On a typical day, I will
have two to five backgrounds I need to get done. So I’ll gather reference
shots from our animatic or previous episodes, compare sketches with
other designers, and draw through the day. After we submit designs
for approval we’ll have a notes meeting and we might have to address
them at the beginning of the next week, as well.

WHAT’S THE 		
BIGGEST CHALLENGE?
This job is very fun and I love
the challenges of creating new
environments, dressing up spaces,
and designing things so they can
be re-used in multiple contexts. I
love the whole process, including
working with other designers and
storyboarders. It’s good that on
my show, we communicate with
each other freely, and trust and
respect each other. I suppose the
most difficult challenge can be,
frankly, [when] I have to design
something that isn’t particularly
interesting to me or might be
sort of tedious… but, honestly, it’s
just up to me to figure out how to
have fun with it.
WHERE DO YOU GET INSPIRATION?
I get inspiration from all over. In terms of design, I get excited by photography from the likes of Steve McCurry and Hannah Starkey, and I especially
love manga from the ‘60’s and ‘70’s, and anime from the ‘80’s and ‘90’s.
ARE THERE ANY TOOLS YOU CAN’T LIVE WITHOUT?
I would be very sad if I couldn’t use cyan mechanical pencil lead for
drawing comics.
SPRING 2019
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AFTER HOURS

THE HORSE
WHISPERER
HARTLE TAPS INTO A QUIET POWER BOTH
ON THE RANCH AND IN THE STUDIO
Several years ago, while working
on a TV project for Film Roman,
producer Gary Hartle recalls entering
a production meeting where many in
the room were acting like gladiators.
But the yelling, chaos and generalized
angst began to diffuse after Hartle
quietly took his seat at the end of
the table and started listening.
“Anger is just fear,” says Hartle.
“So I listened to each one of their
fears…and we began to formulate
what the show was going to be
by taking each of their fears and
pouring them into the pot of stew.
They were all happy because their
fears were being [addressed].”
Hartle had used unconventional
skills to resolve issues that day; he
had applied what he does when he
works with horses: “The best way to
have people follow you is to show
them where you’re leading them
is better than where they are.”
The veteran producer-directorstoryboard artist of such shows
as Mighty Max, Johnny Bravo and
New Looney Tunes speaks these

AFTER HOURS

whispery truisms from the porch of
a private ranch in Lake Hughes, 60
miles outside of Hollywood. Out
here where the air is clean and where
cell phone service can be spotty,
Hartle and his wife, Gina, board
and work with the 12 horses which,
Hartle says, keep him grounded
both professionally and personally.
The commute from Lake Hughes
is lengthy, and Hartle is up plenty
early to take care of his horses
before he heads to his industry job,
but the trade-off is well worth it.

“Waking up excited to see what the day
has for you, I think that’s something you
have to search out... Then you find it
and move out into the world. Because if
you don’t have that center, then the rest
doesn’t matter.”

“They center me,” he says. “I’m able
to do a thing I call going to zero.
When things are going really bad,
I just go all the way quiet inside
myself so my mind can think.”

“The horse is kind of like our doctor,”
says Hartle. “I teach you their language
and I challenge you to take the horse
over without touching it, speaking to it
in its own language. After awhile, I’ve
found that what ends up happening is
humans start discovering things about
themselves. Maybe they’ll conquer
some fears or learn how to carry
themselves with a kind of quiet power.”

At the ranch, Hartle leads a gentle
mare named Bonnie through a
series of exercises that illustrate
some of the same principles he
brought to bear in that Film Roman
production meeting. Whether Bonnie
is being asked to trot, jump, turn or
approach, the horse does so calmly
and willingly often with little more
than a sound cue or a hand gesture.
Hartle developed his affinity for
horses after more than 30 years of
working with the animals but that
human-horse connection is something
that he says everybody can develop.
Through his side business, Hartle’s
Reluctant Rodeo, Hartle conducts
training and therapy sessions.
Reluctant Rodeo clients span all ages
and all riding abilities. Some come
to help strengthen their bonds with
a newly purchased horse. Others
may be recovering from an injury,

opposite:
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dealing with a lack of confidence
or are on the autism spectrum.

Hartle’s instructor was, in fact, a
horse. Some 15 years ago, he accepted
an invitation to join a group of riders
chasing wild horses in the Tehachapi
Mountains. He came back with a
mustang, which he named Cheyenne
that he says, “taught me everything,
the whole language they had.”
When he would gesture, Cheyenne would
make a counter-gesture. Man and horse
eventually reached an understanding
and Hartle discovered that integrating
Cheyenne among his domesticated
horses allowed him to develop new
riding techniques with his entire stable.
The synch he strives for working with
horses is something he seeks out in his
animation work as well. He references

a voice over session for Marvel’s Next
Avengers during which an executive
was looking to micromanage a session
of a cast, who had been together for
several years. Hartle thought the
just recorded session was nearly
perfect as it stood. He asked the
executive to listen to the playback
and convinced him to leave it alone.
“You’ve got to realize when you’re in the
creative process to leave what’s working
alone,” Hartle says. “If you totally miss
the mark, OK, I’ll step in. If I sit down
and it just sounds great, I don’t touch it.”
He envisions one day blending his two
interests and creating an animated
character who can demonstrate the
dos and don’ts of horse interaction.
For the time being, the two worlds
seem to coexist seamlessly.
“Waking up excited to see what the day
has for you, I think that’s something
you have to search out,” he says.
“Then you find it and move out into the
world. Because if you don’t have that
center, then the rest doesn’t matter.”
—Evan Henerson
Learn more about Hartle’s horsemanship at hartlesreluctantrodeo.com

Hartle and his mare, Bonnie, at his Lake Hughes ranch.
SPRING 2019
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ARTISTS WHO DO VOICES
AUDIENCES DON’T OFTEN GET TO SEE THE PEOPLE WHO MAKE THE CARTOONS
THEY KNOW AND LOVE, BUT SOMETIMES THEY DO GET TO HEAR THEM. THESE
ARTISTS HAVE FOUND THEMSELVES IN THE HIGH-PROFILE JOB OF VOICE ACTING,
AND THOUGH THEY LOVE IT, THEY’RE NOT READY TO LEAVE THEIR DAY JOBS.
Lady Rainicorn
from Adventure Time

left :

WALT DOHRN

DIRECTOR ON
TROLLS WORLD TOUR
HIS START…In order to
sell your idea, one must
summon up as much
courage and energy to
“perform” the scene. As a result you end
up “putting on a voice.” If you happen to
show some enthusiasm in this area you
will sometimes get recruited to record
the scratch dialogue. If that works, well,
then you might end up being cast in some
smaller roles. This is what happened to
me years ago when I was cast in some
smaller roles in Shrek the Third.
ON BEING A VILLAIN… While working as
head of story on Shrek Forever After, I had
the pleasure of developing the character
of the villain, Rumpelstiltskin (left), with
director Mike Mitchell. I started doing
the character’s scratch dialogue. After
about a year of performing the character,
much to my surprise, Jeffrey Katzenberg
decided I would be the choice for the
actual role in the finished film. I was
honored to be cast.
WHEN EDDIE TELLS YOU YOU’RE
FUNNY… After years of working for and
with Eddie Murphy (a childhood icon of
mine) it was an honor when, after he saw
the final film, he said I was the funniest
thing in the movie.

14
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MINTY LEWIS

DEVELOPING
THE GREAT NORTH
FOR FOX
ON HER LUCKY BREAK…
I was storyboarding and
writing on Season 2 of
Regular Show and J.G. Quintel liked how I
voiced a new character named Eileen (above)
at a pitch. He asked me to do the voice for
that episode and she ended up becoming a
pretty significant character on the show.
FOR THE FUN OF IT… Going to auditions,
overcoming rejection, all the things that
career actors regularly have to deal with have
never been part of the job for me. I just do

voices when friends and colleagues ask me to,
and it has never been anything but fun and
rewarding. It’s also the only tangible thing
about my animation career that my nonindustry family can wrap their heads around.

ON PRONOUNCING IT RIGHT…I still
have a hard time pronouncing some
words—probably more than some. So
people who know me write around those
words, like ‘Won’t’ turns to ‘will not’.

FAVORITE CHARACTER? Eileen was my
bread and butter and will always be my
cartoon sister, and getting to do a voice
on Bob’s Burgers was a dream come true,
but playing Jeannie in my friend Alex
Cline’s self-produced Bill and Jeannie
series has felt especially satisfying.

WHERE ELSE YOU MIGHT HEAR HER?
We Bare Bears, Summer Camp Island
and Fungies.

NIKI YANG

SUPERVISING
DIRECTOR ON
SUMMER CAMP
ISLAND
HER START… I was
asked to audition for the
voice of Lady Rainicorn on Adventure Time
because I speak Korean.
HEARING VOICES? I think it comes
naturally when you draw and write
dialogue for characters. You hear the tone
and nuance in your head. The next hurdle
is you have to overcome the fear of the
mic then you turn into a valuable resource!

CARL FARUOLO

ON NOT LEAVING HIS DAY JOB…I don’t
consider myself a voice actor. I really
love doing it but I’m first and foremost a
cartoonist. If it’s a right fit then it’s one
of the most fun experiences I’ve ever had.
But it has to be the right fit.
FAVORITE CHARACTER HE’S VOICED?
Grenda on Gravity Falls (below)
– Harvey Deneroff

SUPERVISING
PRODUCER ON
ANIMANIACS

FROM SCRATCH TO
SCREEN…I started doing
voices on Kick Buttowski
at Disney TVA. The executive producer
wanted me to voice a character… [but]
when he brought up his request he was
told that Disney doesn’t allow artists to
do voice work. So I was able to choose a
comedian I liked to do the voice instead.
Then a few months went by and another
character was introduced. He wasn’t cast
in time so I did some scratch. When the
animatic was sent to the execs to get
approved they liked the voice and asked
me to do it. After that, Disney started
calling me into auditions.

SPRING/SUMMER 2018
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IN F CUS
STEPPING INTO THE CUBICLE OF STORYBOARD ARTIST, RUDI BERDEN, AT WILD
CANARY ANIMATION STUDIO, YOU’LL BE FORGIVEN FOR THINKING YOU’VE
HAPPENED UPON A POP-UP MUSEUM ON THE HISTORY OF PHOTOGRAPHY.

top, left to right : Berden sits
at his desk at Wild Canary; a
smattering of the 52 cameras
he displays on his desk; and
a figure of Gaston Lagaffe
stands in front of his monitor,
a nod to his Belgian roots.
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On display in the compact space are at
least 52 cameras of all shapes and sizes
sitting neatly on handmade shelves that
Berden built to perfectly fit his cubicle.
Near his computer monitor stands a
figurine. “That’s Gaston Lagaffe,” he
says, a character from a Belgian comic
book that was once his favorite. He
relates how his first love was comics and
his goal was to become a comic book
artist. Ironically, there was no school for

comic book artists in his home country of
Belgium, so he opted to study animation
instead. After graduating he worked in
Belgium and then Berlin, which gave him
a taste for exploring foreign countries.
When he was offered a job in Los Angeles
at Klasky Csupo in 1997, Berden believed
he’d only be in LA for a year, but he
found steady employment. His work
includes two seasons on The Simpsons,
and five years on American Dad. He was

brought in to Wild Canary Animation
to work on the pilot for Miles from
Tomorrowland and currently is working
on The Rocketeer.
While photography has always been
hobby, Berden fell into collecting
cameras by accident. Arriving in Los
Angeles with only two suitcases, he
needed something to decorate his sparse
apartment, so he bought a few cameras.
That was 21 years ago and now his
collection is up to 350 cameras.
“It’s kind of fun to look at my collection
while I work,” he says, adding that the
shelves and cameras help to create his
own space so he can concentrate on what
he needs to do. Some of the cameras
fit the era of the series he’s working on:
“When you watch the original Rocketeer
movie, you’ll see cameras in there that I
have [on display].”
The first cameras in his collection were
movie cameras—Bolexes, like the ones
he used in animation school to make his
first films, which he started collecting
with the idea of using them in his craft.

He is fascinated by the evolution of the
camera and the many different designs.
In rare instances, he’s even found
undeveloped film left behind in the
cameras. “I get it developed and then I
see photos from 50, 60 years ago—that
nobody had ever seen before—not even
the person who took the photos,” he says.
He loves the mystery, thinking about why
this camera was put aside and the film
never developed. “It’s pretty exciting to
see the photos that come out of it,” he says.
Among the found film he’s developed are
pictures from a bridal shower, circa 1960s.
And he wonders if he’ll perhaps stumble
across a camera with undeveloped film that
will solve a murder mystery.
Besides his camera display, Berden’s cube
is set up to maximize efficiency. He has a
specific spot for his Wacom pen. “If you put
it down on the table, which is black, you can
never find it again,” he says. He also made
some smaller shelves for notebooks and
stationery so that they are in easy reach.
Among his co-workers Berden is known
not only for his camera collection,
but also for his Belgian waffles which
he brings in to work to share with

colleagues, something he’s done at every
studio he’s worked at. “Everybody hates
to see me go because they know they’ll
lose the waffles,” he says.
Some who notice his camera collection
have commented that this habit of
collecting old cameras might be a
problem. Berden’s wry retort is that
they have a problem because they don’t
collect old cameras. He’s also quick
to point out that the cameras are not
just there for decoration—he actually
uses them. He loves the analog aspect
of film photography as well as having
a hobby that doesn’t involve sitting in
front of a computer. Luckily, film is still
readily available for most cameras and
he’d like to eventually develop his own
negatives. When he takes cameras out
on shoots, people often ask about the
archaic gadgets. “They’ve never seen
anything like it before,” he laughs.
Berden sees old cameras as being part
of the family, chronicling important life
moments, and finds it sad when people
get rid of them. He suggests that rather
than throw it away they should give it to
someone who can appreciate it. Perhaps
someone like Berden, who is still adding
to his collection.
—Karen Briner
SPRING 2019
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UNIONIZING 101
ANSWERS TO COMMON QUESTIONS ABOUT
ORGANIZING A STUDIO OR NEW PRODUCTION
Most of you have probably met Steve Kaplan. Between 2010 and
2015, he served as TAG’s in-house organizer until he left to work with
the International Alliance of Theatrical Stage Employees. At the IA, he
was charged with organizing visual effects and non-traditional motion
picture and television production work, such as animation. He is a Guild
member, a Trustee and serves on TAG’s Executive Board. Here, he
answers some common questions about organizing.

“Every successful
organizing drive
has an internal
committee that
is dedicated
and focused on
getting this done.”

HOW DO YOU START?
Organizing starts with a conversation.
Somebody who’s passionate about an
animation shop going union has to
talk to their peers about it; they have
to relate it to something personal
that they can tie to current situations
and workplace concerns at the studio.
There are reasons why that animation
shop should be working under a
union contract that only the crew will
know. I try to identify those points
and then empower the person who is
going to be the internal organizer. It’s
important to remember that these
conversations can be awkward since
talking about a union isn’t a typical
conversation. Thus, having a peer
suggest a way to change something at
the studio through collective action
needs to come from the heart and
should always be tied to a workplace
issue that organizing can solve.

HOW TO YOU START
HAVING THOSE CONVERSATIONS WITHOUT
SHOWING YOUR HAND?
You find a common thread. It might just
be access to the MPI Health Plan, or
how the Animation Guild agreement
mandates paid holidays and vacation
time. The conversations should focus

on making positive changes that then
become a regular policy in the studio.

BUT YOU ALSO ADVOCATE
GOING OUT FOR
COFFEE OR LUNCH.
That is part of the rules about
interaction in the workplace. Any sort
of discussion, especially when one is
afraid of being found out as a pro-union
supporter, should be done away from
the studio. Lunch breaks, go out after
work, or go out for coffee. Don’t use
the company’s e-mail. Don’t use the
company’s Internet. It belongs to the
company and they are within their
rights to track it. Talk to people you
trust first. Adding them to your group
of supporters is an easier task than
going up to a brand new board artist
who you saw at another studio once.

WHAT MAKES AN
EFFORT SUCCESSFUL?
Every successful organizing drive has
an internal committee that is dedicated
and focused on getting this done. So
that process requires people to identify
what policies in the studio need to be
changed or implemented, be able to say
how a union contract could address those
needs and then explain that no matter
how difficult it is to get to the contract

it’s worth it. It’s really the lack of
immediacy that causes people to waver.
Most organizing campaigns are months
and months of talking. Organizing itself
has to be organic and somebody has
to be able to go outside their comfort
zone. But you start with common
threads and among your trusted
peers to establish a connection first.

WHAT IF THEY’RE A
SMALL STUDIO?
The size of the studio does not equate
to their ability to sign the Animation
Guild agreement. It is important to
remember that most “small” studios
are working for the large studios.
Those large studios are signed to
the agreement, and are aware of the
costs. There are a few smaller and
independent studios in Los Angeles
signed to the agreement that seem
to flourish. Still, every negotiation
is different and concessions are
possible. The Guild is not out to harm
a business partner who can show that
there are parts of the agreement they
aren’t able to handle immediately.

DO YOU APPROACH A
STUDIO WITH 30 PEOPLE
DIFFERENTLY THAN
ONE WITH 1,100?
With 30 people, I can be that social
influencer. It might take me a month
and a half but if I push hard enough I can
probably get in front of all 30 of those
people and be able to get a sense of
where they are on the organizing scale—
if they’re going to sign a representation
card and support the effort. Eleven
hundred people are going to need more
than just me. But the conversations are
the same. People want to know what the
union can do for them and how much
it’s going to cost—time, energy and
money. Success comes from showing
how becoming a union shop not only
benefits the crew, but the shop as well.

WHAT ELSE CAN YOU DO?
You should act in your own comfort
zone. If you’re not comfortable with
those discussions but you want the
studio to unionize, talk to us—to
me or to Jason. There are ways we
can start the conversations with
your peers. I also try and educate
people that the relationship with the
employer should not be one where
you feel indebted or a familial tie.
You’re in a business relationship and
they will drop you like a hot rock if
it suits them. When you shake that
hand with that, “Congratulations,
you’ve got the job,” you are on equal
footing with the employer. From
that day forward, the employer is
trying to improve their standing
against you. They’re trying to build
their power against you. All the
union agreement does is reset that
power by using the collective.

THERE’S OFTEN A
PATTERN YOU SEE IN
STUDIOS WHEN THEY
FIND OUT ARTISTS ARE
TRYING TO UNIONIZE.
Responses from an employer who
is not interested in signing a union
agreement are numerous and
varied, and all based on the fear
the employer has about “going
union”. Knowing that the employer
is making those arguments out of
fear is important in countering them.
Ultimately the union agreement
strives to continue the prosperous
relationship between the employer
and the crew, while giving the crew
the ability to address concerns
and issues in a meaningful way.
Most employers fear the loss of
“control” which equates to having
to work with the crew (i.e. union)
to enact changes. Countering
any anti-union arguments made
should be done with that in mind.

HOW TO

ORGANIZE
CONNECT WITH TAG. Reach out to
Jason MacLeod (jason.macleod@tag839.org) or
Steve Kaplan (steve.kaplan@tag839.org). Learn
about the benefits of belonging to the Guild,
get your questions answered, ask for advice.

START A CONVERSATION. Reach out
to co-workers you already have a relationship
with and talk to them about the benefits of
joining a union. If they are supportive, ask them
to spread the word to their base of contacts.
SIGN A CARD. Encourage members
who support unionizing the studio to sign a
representation card that allows the Guild to
negotiate on your behalf. Signing a card is
completely confidential.
FILE A PETITION WITH NLRB.
Once enough cards are signed to signify a
majority at the studio, the Guild will inform
the studio of their intent to file a petition
with the National Labor Relations Board to
host an election in order to grant the Guild
bargaining authority for the artists.

CAST YOUR VOTE. Some studios forgo
an election and move directly to negotiating
a contract; in other instances the NLRB will
hold an election to make sure a majority of
studio artists support Guild representation.
Individual votes are kept secret.

NEGOTIATING IN GOOD FAITH.
Once support is established through the
election results, the Guild will begin contract
negotiations with the studio in good faith.

CONTRACT IS SIGNED. After a
contract is negotiated and agreed upon by the
employees, it’s signed by the Guild and the
studio. Now, the employees are TAG members
and subject to agreed upon rights and privileges.

Steve Kaplan
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HELLO 2019!
Thank you to all of our Guild members who
attended the annual party on January 20th
at Clifton’s. Almost 1200 members attended
the event—celebrating the start of a new year
and connecting with colleagues and friends.
A special thank you to our sponsors—EIDO,
First Entertainment and Bogart Spirits.

Photos by David Yeh
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ART & CRAFT

The Animation Guild
Congratulates Our Members
On Their Annie Award Nominations!
Individual Achievement Nominees
Sung Jin Ahn

Aaron Hammersley

Phil Lord

Alonso Ramirez Ramos

Marie Tollec

James Baxter

Mikey Heller

Michael Losure

Peter Ramsey

Jeﬀ Trammell

Dominic Bisignano

Michael Herrera

Justin Martin

Michelle Rhee

Eddie Trigueros

Rodrigo Blaas

Amy Higgins

Joseph Martinez

Pamela Ribon

Jeﬀ Turley

Trey Buongiorno

Aaron Horvath

Shauna McGarry

Bobby Alcid Rubio

Chris Turnham

Matt Burnett

Chyuan Huang

Chris Mitchell

Rachel Ruderman

Cesar Velazquez

Antonio Canobbio

John Infantino

Alexander Moaveni

Chris Sauve

Vitor Vilela

Richard Chang

Michael Jelenic

Kevin Molina-Ortiz

Stephanie Simpson

Bobby Walker

Howard Chen

Phil Johnston

Keiko Murayama

Glenn Slater

Patrick Witting

Sandro Cleuzo

Amanda Jolly

Ovi Nedelcu

Crystal Yoori Son

Scott Wills

Ian J. Coony

Dean Kelly

Daron Nefcy

Aaron Spurgeon

James Woods

Sabrina Cotugno

Shiyoon Kim

Richard Oey

Genndy Tartakovsky

Louie Zong

Peter DeMund

Karey Kirkpatrick

Silvia Olivas

Ami Thompson

Tiﬀany Ford

Jasmin Lai

K.C. Ong

DanBob Thompson

Craig Gerber

Sang Yup Lee

Will Patrick

Justin K. Thompson

Zach Glynn

Ben Levin

Bob Persichetti

Alex Timchenko

Nominated Union Productions

TROPICAL TWIST
Few people have left their artistic mark
on their workplace like Andre Nieves
has—with a giant pineapple.
Currently working at Disney TVA, Nieves
has more than 25 years of experience as
a storyboard artist and model designer.
He also remains the resident studio artist
at Nickelodeon. The job has him painting
murals and designing artwork for every
corner of the campus. “If it’s creative, I’m
going to do it,” he says. “And if it’s not
creative, I’ll make it creative.”
When approached by Vicki Fenton and
Russell Hicks to build an elaborate
22
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model of SpongeBob SquarePants’
iconic home, Nieves’ “never say no”
philosophy inspired him to take the
job. Despite his lack of carpentry
experience, he hand built the
structure, which now serves as a
security booth for the studio. Standing
at 12 ½ feet tall, it’s made from 150
layers of two-by-four redwood planks,
intricately arranged in dodecahedrons,
culminating in a brush of green fabric
leaves on top.
Building this tropical fruit wasn’t just
an artistic challenge for Nieves but

ARTIST: Andre Nieves
TITLE: SpongeBob’s Pineapple
MEDIUM: Redwood
SIZE: 12 ½ feet tall

also an opportunity to collaborate
with his fellow workers. In this case,
the security guards who would
be calling it home helped provide
feedback on his designs, to ensure
the pineapple was both accurate to
the spirit of the show and practical
to work in. Although some were
initially skeptical of working inside
a pineapple under the sea, it’s
now the most requested post on
campus, and a lasting symbol of
Nieves’ time at Nickelodeon.

Ben 10

Hotel Transylvania 3: Summer Vacation

Spider-Man: Into the Spider-Verse

Big Hero 6: The Series

Kung Fu Panda: The Paws of Destiny

SpongeBob SquarePants

Big Mouth

Little Big Awesome

Star vs. The Forces of Evil

Bob's Burgers

Niko and the Sword of Light

Tales of Arcadia: 3Below

Craig of the Creek

Pete the Cat

Tales of Arcadia: Trollhunters

Dinotrux: Supercharged

Puppy Dog Pals

Tangled: The Series

Disney Mickey Mouse

Ralph Breaks the Internet

Teen Titans Go! to the Movies

Dr. Seuss' The Grinch

Rapunzel's Tangled Adventure

The Adventures of Rocky and Bullwinkle

DreamWorks Theatre Presents
Kung Fu Panda

Rise of the Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles

The Epic Tales of Captain Underpants

Skylanders Academy

Unikitty

Smallfoot

We Bare Bears

Elena of Avalor

Juried Award Recipients
Frank Braxton
Winsor McCay Award

Adam Burke
June Foray Award

—Rusteen Honardoost

FALL 2018
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MOMS
IN
ANIMATI N

These w men share
their experiences
juggling family and
their animation careers.
Carol Wyatt

Katya Bowser

Jessica Borutski

KC Johnson

Beth Sleven

Teri Cusumano

Color Supervisor 		
on Rick and Morty
5 kids, ages 11 to 21
Retake Director 		
on The Simpsons
2 kids, ages 6 and 10

Storyboard Artist 		
at Wild Canary
1 kid, age 2 1/2
Director at DreamWorks
2 kids, ages 15 months
and 5

Supervising Director
at Nickelodeon
1 kid, age 2 1/2
Background Artist
at Shadow Machine
1 kid, age 2 1/2

Fawn Veerasunthorn

Anna Hollingsworth

Ellen Harris

Mairghread Scott

Monica Tomova

Haley Mancini

Head of Story at
Disney Animation
1 kid, age 2

Writer for Nickelodeon’s
Artists’ Collective
1 kid, age 2

Animation Director
at Warner Bros.
1 kid, age 3

Director at Wild Canary
2 kids, ages 21 and 31

Final Layout Artist
at DreamWorks
1 kid, age 4

Elizabeth Ito

Creator at Netflix
2 kids, ages 2 and 4

Jeanette Moreno King
Director at Bento Box
2 kids, ages 9 and 12

Gina Warr Lawes

Lighting Supervisor
at Disney Animation
2 kids, ages 12 and 16

Writer on The Last
Kids on Earth
No kids yet

KC Johnson
Anna Hollingsworth
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When you come back,
do you want to be an
animation director?

WHY WAS IT IMPORTANT TO BALANCE
MOTHERHOOD AND YOUR CAREER?
CAROL WYATT: I really needed to get back
to work and have a creative job where I was
making money.
KC JOHNSON: The whole reason why I’m in
LA is because of animation. I worked hard and
there is sacrifice. I never thought of giving it
up and kids didn’t change that for me.
FAWN VEERASUNTHORN: When I told
people I was pregnant, they’d [ask], “Are you
coming back?” And I was like, “Oh, is that
even a thing?” I guess because I had kids
later I couldn’t imagine not doing it.
MAIRGHREAD SCOTT: The question mark
for me was why would I have kids? I went to
school for this, I fought for it; I’m doing this
because it’s what I love to do. My husband
is a real family guy and I was okay with
kids if they happened. I love my son and
now that I’m a mom, I can’t see myself as
anything else.
KATYA BOWSER: When I had my daughter I
was still hustling to get into animation. I was
just doing random freelance here and there
and I had to slow down a lot because I was at
home pregnant [but] I couldn’t let it go.
I THINK THERE’S PROBABLY A LITTLE BIT
OF A DOUBLE STANDARD.
BETH SLEVEN: I was asked if I was going
to be returning and my answer was always,
“Yes, of course.” My husband [got] laid
off while I was pregnant. We were close
enough to my due date that I was like, why
don’t you just not look [for a job]. Five years
later and he’s a stay at home dad. So I’m
the working parent. I guess a lot of people
would see that as like a role reversal. But I
have never heard one of my male coworkers
be asked: Are you coming back to work?
ANNA HOLLINGSWORTH: I was
working on Bunnicula with Jessica [who
was pregnant] and I was a big pregnant
monster. So that was an amazing

experience to be able to go through
it with somebody else. I remember
our line producer to his credit asking
me, “When you come back, do you
want to be animation director?” I
[thought], “You see me as still being
a human being that can function in
the workplace. Thank you.” After nine
months at home, I was so ready to
come back.
MONICA TOMOVA: It never crossed
my mind to choose between one or the
other. If somebody came and told me
you’re never going to work again, I don’t
think I would even comprehend that.
And I’m glad I did it because as a mother,
you’re also setting an example every day
to achieve something.
JESSICA BORUTSKI: Being a stay at home
mom is a hard job [too]. It’s so personal.
CAROL: I had both experiences. I did
stay home. It was different then because
it was expected that I wouldn’t come
back. I was offered a job while I was
pregnant and [when] I told them they
said I couldn’t have the job. That was in
the early 90’s.
TERI CUSUMANO: That can’t happen
anymore, right?
CAROL: No, it’s illegal. And it was illegal
then, but I did want to stay home for
a couple of years. So after two years
of staying home, I couldn’t get work
anymore. I left as an art director and
when I came back, I had to start out as
the lowest paying color stylist.
WERE ANY OF YOU SCARED YOU
WEREN’T GOING TO WORK AGAIN?
JEANETTE MORENO KING: With my
daughter the writer’s strike happened
so I [thought], “Yay, I get to stay home
with her and nobody’s going to think
I’m blowing off my career.” But when I
had my son, three months hit, and it was
really hard. I didn’t want to have to go,

but I knew that if I didn’t, it would be
hard to get back in.
MAIRGHREAD: I found out I was
pregnant as I was negotiating my
contract for the next season and I was
terrified because I’d been in the room
when they were like, “Should we give
her a script? No, she’s going to have a
baby.” If I tell them, are they not going
to hire me? If I don’t, is it going to be
a contractual violation? I took off two
weeks and I was back at full workload in
a month. I could do this because I work
from home. But because I was a loan
out, I didn’t qualify for maternity leave.

“The whole reason
why I’m in L.A.
is because of
animation. I worked
hard and there is
sacrifice. I never
thought of giving
it up and kids
didn’t change that
for me.”
BETH: I was directing at the time that I
was pregnant with my first child. I was
very scared of what their reaction was
going to be. I waited a comically long
time to tell my boss. And so upfront, I
[said], “I’m only going to take six weeks
off.” I was already pre-apologizing. But
it was based in fear of judgment and
the fear of being “mommy tracked.”
CAROL: What is “mommy tracked”?

BETH: It’s a term meaning that because
someone knows that you’re a mom,
they’ve made pre-decisions for you. Like
they’re not going to want to do that
because they’re a mom or they’re not
going to put in the extra hours. Judging
you without talking to you.
ELLEN HARRIS: I had an awesome
experience, no one ever questioned
that I wasn’t coming back. I work in a
department that’s pretty mixed [half men,
half women]. I took the full five months
off. Work lets me work shifted hours.
HALEY MANCINI: I really want to have
kids and I’m really scared. I froze my
eggs last year and I had to go into the
fertility clinic every day because they
keep monitoring your hormones and my
bosses were super cool about it. But I
definitely felt that pressure. I was late
every morning for a month.
JESSICA: When I found out I was
pregnant, I was running a show at
Warner Bros. Everyone was happy but
I could almost see the look in the line
producer’s eyes: “Oh my God. What are
we going to do?” But they always made
me feel like, we’re waiting for you. I
went back part-time when Ryker was
eight months. I love my job and I knew
that would never go away but I wanted
to focus a lot of energy on this new baby
and I was grateful that work was great
about it.
TERI: I only took three months off for
my daughter. I was given a job offer
to come back at three months and it
was either take it or they’re not going
to wait for me. I was given another
job offer during that time and when
they found out that my due date was
right when they wanted to start, they
retracted that offer. This was 2016. I
felt I had to either keep working or it
was going to be more difficult to get
job offers.

Haley Mancini and Ellen Harris
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“It helped immensely to have a producer who was a woman
and who was a mom. As long as it’s an understanding
crew, then you’re setting up a good situation for people.”
WHAT DO YOU WISH SOMEONE HAD
TOLD YOU BEFORE YOU STARTED 		
A FAMILY?
FAWN: When I was pregnant there was
only one other mom and now they’re like
four of us. I find more people say, “These
story ladies, they know what it’s like to be
a mother.” And that’s pretty valuable in
the story room. You can give perspective
that was not usually available.
ELIZABETH ITO: Maybe Disney moms
won’t be dead anymore.
FAWN: When I came back from
maternity leave, Josie, who’s the other
mom, was my supervisor. She was like, “I
know what it’s like so if you need to leave
the room to go pump, just walk out. No
need to explain to anybody.”
ANNA: You always feel like somebody is
getting a little bit of the short end of the
stick, but at the same time I feel like it’s
made me a much more efficient worker.
ELIZABETH: It would have been nice to
know that it’s going to be really difficult to
figure out daycare. I don’t think I expected it
to be so emotional and taxing. Some studios
have daycare, like Disney, and it felt like
how come everybody doesn’t have that? It
would be so useful, especially if do you want
to encourage moms to come back.
KC: Beforehand you’re scared of all these
things. It’s unknown but you’re capable
of doing it and you’ll make it happen.
Whether you’re afraid about your
finances or finding daycare you figure it
out and talking to people helps.
ELIZABETH: I think another piece of advice
is just to reassure somebody that all babies
are so different. For me, I wouldn’t have
been able to work from home with my first
kid cause he was not an easy baby.
JESSICA: I think you call it spirited.
28
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MONICA: It’s very difficult to give advice
because everybody wants different things
from life. I had my daughter when I was
22. At 22, by the time you realize what’s
going on, the child is already grown up. At
the same time, I missed on enjoying the
moments because I was so young. When
you’re older, you savour each moment.
KATYA: When you have kids, you join the
biggest club on earth.
IF YOU COULD CHANGE THE CULTURE
WITH RESPECT TO MOMS IN THE
WORKPLACE WHAT WOULD BE AT
THE TOP OF YOUR LIST?
KC: At The Simpsons we’re really lucky in
that we can have flexible hours. As long
as you come in and you get your work
done, everybody’s pretty happy. And that
really helps, especially if there’s a day
where you need to come in late because
there’s a school performance or you need
to take a longer lunch.
TERI: Last year, my husband and I were
both on the same show in Hollywood and
the earliest that the studio opened was
8:00 a.m. My daughter was in daycare in
Burbank so we had to get in right when
the studio opened and could only take a
half hour lunch so that we could leave by
4:30 to commute and pick her up before
the daycare closed. So having earlier
hours would help so much.
AND ONSITE CHILDCARE?
ELIZABETH: Daycare [at studios] would
be a game changer even just care after
school. [Also] when after work mixers
are scheduled, just planning those things
around people who have kids.
FAWN: We do have flexibility at work
to go pick up kids. When I was offered a
position as [supervisor], the first thought
that popped in my head was, I can’t work

those hours because you have to be there
for other people. And they’re like, “Think
about it. We’ll be understanding.” And
they have been. I try to leave at six and
then if I need to I do work [at home].
LET’S TALK ABOUT SOMETHING DISNEY
DOES—THE AT-HOME WORKSTATION.
MONICA: They give you all the equipment?
FAWN: On Tangled, I believe, people
were saying we work long hours on
production. They wanted some flexibility
[to] work from home. [Disney] listened
and now allows people to have the Linux
machine [or] for me a Cintiq. I can set up
my own station at home. I don’t want to
have to go home and then come back.
GINA WARR LAWES: The work-from-home
kits at Disney were a godsend for me when I
first started. It was one of the reasons I was
interested in working for Disney. I would
kick something off, leave, have dinner
with my kids, and then when they went to
bed I could hop back on the machine and
continue working so I didn’t lose cycles.
It benefited the studio, it benefited the
production and it benefited me.
MAIRGHREAD: It makes the world of
difference when you work from home
because for the first three months they
just eat and sleep. I wish studios realized
if you trust your workers, you’re going to
get even better work out of them.
BETH: For me personally, working from
home would be very difficult. Directing,
I need to be near all the people and
communicating back and forth with them
is a big part of it.

decision? When I had kids, I realized there are
way bigger things than to be afraid of your
career decisions. I speak my mind a little bit
more and so far it’s had a positive effect.
GINA: I shifted from daycare to a nanny,
which took a toll on our expenses but was
what I needed at the time to advance my
career because daycare until 6 p.m. wasn’t
going to cut it.
KATYA: What I thought my career would
be has changed. I thought I was going
to hit all these milestones at this certain
time and then I had my daughter and
everything had to slow way down. It’s
been life changing—accepting that things
are different, they’re going to take longer
and it’s still going to be good.
JEANETTE: I would get offered director
positions and I would keep turning them
down. Now that my daughter is 12, I
started calling and [saying], “I’m ready
to be a director when you’re ready to
give me a position.” But it would have
happened sooner if it wasn’t for the kids.
YOU ARE THE ONE WHO WAS
HAMPERING YOUR CAREER.
JEANETTE: Yes, they were offering, it was
a conscious choice on my part.

ANNA: I was doing TV and I thought
maybe I’ll go back to 3D features.
Deadlines get crazy when it’s crunch time
so that deterred me. I was like, back to TV.
I don’t regret it but I do wonder what that
path would have been like.
JEANETTE: It’s never too late.
JESSICA: One of the questions that I
asked when I was being interviewed was
what kind of hours are you working?
Please be honest, I have a son.
SO YOU’D TELL SOMEONE TO BE
UPFRONT ABOUT WORK/LIFE BALANCE.
JESSICA: I would. You have to know what
you’re getting into. For some people that’s
okay to work a lot of overtime. That’s just
something that doesn’t work for my type
of personality.
ELIZABETH: I was on Adventure Time
as a director when I had my first kid and
second kid. It helped immensely to have a
producer who was a woman and who was
a mom. As long as it’s an understanding
crew, then you’re setting up a good
situation for people.
MAIRGHREAD: Guys who are new dads
are in that same boat and can be just as
understanding and supportive.

I’m ready to be a director
when you’re ready to give
me a position.

JEANETTE: When I first got pregnant nobody
had kids. They didn’t have a room for me to
pump in. I got one of those single pumps
because they’re quiet, and I pumped while I
was working in my cube! So it was really hard.
ELLEN: Our son had surgeries, so I wanted
to pump to make sure that I was there for
him. Work has a very large campus so the
mother’s room—they have one—was 10
minutes away. You can sign up for a time,
but inevitably with meetings someone will
be using your time. You’re literally running
across campus to go pump and then get
back in. That’s my one piece of advice.
Beware that pumping can be challenging.
ANYTHING ELSE YOU’D LIKE TO SHARE?
CAROL: I’m a supervisor right now—
sometimes I am and sometimes I’m
not, I go back and forth. I’ve been doing
this for 30 years and I’ve seen so many
changes, it’s up to us to make sure
that women can do all these things.
MAIRGHREAD: About seven years ago
when I first started at Warner Bros. there
weren’t [many] women and then when I left
it was like 50/50. It’s really cool to see that.
So I think that can only help understanding
what women need when they first have
children and supporting their needs.

Do you want to get in touch with other families
or caregivers in the animation industry? Join the
closed Facebook group: Animation Parents of LA.

from left:

Elizabeth Ito,
Katya Bowser,
Monica Tomova
and Jeanette
Moreno King

HAS THE DECISION TO HAVE CHILDREN
IMPACTED YOUR CAREER TRAJECTORY?
BETH: I am an individual who has always
had a ton of anxiety about everything.
Should I take that job? Did I make the right
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IF YOU
DREAM IT

As the trilogy ends, the artists
soar through evolving technology

IT’S NEVER EASY FOR PARENTS TO WATCH THEIR BABIES SPREAD
THEIR WINGS AND FLY OFF ON THEIR OWN. IT’S EVEN HARDER
IF YOU’RE THE “PARENTS” ORCHESTRATING THESE ACTS.

By Whitney Friedlander
30
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Such was the case with the artists
working on How to Train Your Dragon: The
Hidden World, the third feature film in the
franchise—and one that benefited from
employing many of the same crew members
since the first chapter of DreamWorks
Animation’s 3D computer-animated story
broke barriers on the medium’s capabilities
nearly a decade ago. This allowed for a deep
understanding of how these characters
and their worlds had to seem like natural
extensions of the preceding films.
“It’s amazing just how you can connect
with an audience using these tools and techniques we have at our disposal,” says Dean
DeBlois, who directed all three films. “In CG
animation, we have improved controls every
year and [now] every character has thousands of controls built into them, that the
animators can use to create the most subtle
of expressions,” DeBlois says, explaining
that the time can now be spent on emotional gratification rather than accuracy because
“the transitions between those expressions
become just completely smooth.”
For this film, DeBlois and his crew had
to seamlessly master the arts of story
trajectory, production design and advancing
digital technology to further let their
audience into a secret (or forgotten) world
where beasts soar through the air, Vikings
quest, and a man’s best friend can take him
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for a ride into the stars before dragons left
humans for the safety of their own world.

ANIMATED CHARACTERS
THAT COME ALIVE
The third film, which premiers February
22, completes the saga of a young Viking
named Hiccup (Jay Baruchel), who goes
from an awkward, gangly protagonist
to become the thoughtful, protective
leader that is his destiny. But it also
shows Hiccup in two other stages of life,
thanks to flashbacks to him as a boy even
younger than he was when the movie
franchise started and eventually showing
him as a grown man with a family of his
own. All these designs had to both match
each other and stay true to how the
character looked in the previous films.
DeBlois says it would be a disservice to
the character to suddenly have him grow

to look like the 300-pound burly men
who populate his colony, so “we tried to
maintain that idea that he’s always going
to be lean and spry but his tenacity would
remain in place so that he could always be
in a different mindset—a forward-thinker.”
Hiccup’s also an amputee, having lost
part of his leg at the end of the first movie.
Although he walks with a (quite stylish) peg
leg, this affects how he moves as he ages.
It’s also something the staff took great
care to get right, lest they unintentionally
offend any fans. Simon Otto, Dragon’s
Head of Character Animation, says the
fact that Hiccup treats his prosthetic as
almost like a Swiss Army knife of gadgetry
“opened up opportunities from a design
point of view.” They also talked to disability
advocacy groups about this aspect and
whether certain language was appropriate
and would not offend.

“It’s amazing just how you can connect
with an audience using these tools and
techniques we have at our disposal...”
Other character details were more
subtle. Dave Walvoord, the film’s Visual
Effects Supervisor, says changes in the
world of VFX since the first film meant
that he and his team could fully embrace
physically based rendering (PBR), the
shading model that makes designs look
more realistic.
Many characters got tiny makeovers
because one small change, like an update
to Hiccup’s dragon armor or the hair
movement on his girlfriend and eventual
wife, Astrid. Characters now have pores
and peach fuzz on their faces—attributes
that would have previously been taboo
or looked unrealistic but now make them
look more life-like.
This is also true for new characters
like The Hidden World’s main villain,
Grimmel, voiced by F. Murray Abraham.
And, wouldn’t you know it? He looks a lot
like the venerable actor (the animators
are big fans of Abraham’s work in Miloš
below :

Forman’s 1984 Amadeus). Supervising
animator Rani Naamani did an animation
test using Abraham’s voice and, like
kismet, the actor signed on afterward.

A HOME OF ONE’S OWN
There is also an actual hidden world to
discover in The Hidden World and it’s a
bright one. This secret cavernous space
that’s at the end of the world as we know
it is where dragons can let their true colors
shine. It’s where their scales change to
blend with what seems tantamount to a
raging Carnival filled with neon stalagmites
and it holds a center stage where Hiccup’s
sweet-tempered Toothless officially begins
his own reign with a mighty roar.
Especially since we first glimpse
this hidden world through the eyes of
humans who stumble upon it, Head of
Lighting Pablo Valle says that DeBlois and
Production Designer Pierre-Olivier Vincent
wanted to create a place that had the

Astrid and Hiccup enter a bioluminescent dragon world;

opposite :

“wonder of going to a land that we have
never seen before” but also one where
“you can totally believe and relate that
the dragons will be at home there.” Since
it is in the middle of the earth, Valle says
that they had to think about the particular
types of crystals and vegetation that
could grow there and would have a certain
“bioluminescence”—sometimes, this the
only light source in this scene. They looked
at paintings and nature photography from
regions as vastly different as Iceland and
Hawai‘i and mixed together those color
palettes. When it came to rendering, he
says “the lighters generated 2D ‘maps of
influence’ for the biolum that could then
be further tweaked in terms of color,
saturation and intensity in the compositing
stage to achieve the desired look.”
VFX Supervisor Walvoord adds that the
decision to make these geometric shapes
glow wasn’t the hard part; it was “trying
to get all the noise out” from the other
people and objects. They wrote ray tracing
code that would have separate passes for
what they wanted to illuminate.
Production Designer Vincent says the
hidden world was both meant to be an
antithesis to the dark and foreboding
volcanic Dragon Island from the first movie

Hiccup starts the trilogy as a gangly youth

(bottom ) and ages into an older, family man (top) by the third film.
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and give fans some relief that, if dragons
are going to leave us, “they’re going to a
place where they can really be free and fly.”
But Hiccup and the other Vikings are
also fighting against their own problems
of over-population. At the beginning
of the film, we see that the Isle of Berk,
the longtime home of the characters,
has grown into a bustling, crowded
metropolis where everyone—human or
dragon—is jockeying for space.
Just like their characters, the
production team found themselves
building upon their original designs for
the community. Vincent reminds that
it was always Hiccup’s dream to create
a utopia where humans and dragons
can live together in peace—and we
do get to see that for awhile. But, he
says, DeBlois specifically “wanted to
show that this wonderful sunny world
was also slightly dysfunctional” where
any threat from an invader would be

tantamount to the story of Chicagoan
Catherine O’Leary’s cow: mass
destruction. (The metaphors to Earth’s
current population predicament are not
lost on the Dragon team).
Vincent’s first step was to digitally
paint his vision, showing a world that
was built “on top of the previous building
and show some things that are just for
the dragons.” He and other artists then
duplicated it (and then duplicated it
again, and again)—working with the
layout and modeling departments to
create this near-bursting utopia.
“[We were] imagining that there
wouldn’t be any more space on the ground
level and we had to go up,” Vincent says.
Eventually, the humans of Berk are also
forced to leave the settlement and find a
new, lush green canvas to inhabit. Luckily
for them, their search for a new frontier
can take new, literal, heights thanks to
the aid of their winged friends.

NIMBLE NEEDLING
OF THE NIMBUS
One of the aspects of this film that
does look completely different from
the first two is something that seems
so simple, yet very much essential for a
movie about flying dragons: the clouds.
VFX Supervisor Walvoord says
technology made it so that the
lighting department was in charge
of the clouds and that this created a
whole new workflow for “how to build
the cloudscapes; how to light the
cloudscapes; how to integrate with
the cloudscapes” to create what he
describes as a stylized, romantic, set
piece. This is important word usage, as
a lightning storm in the sky becomes
the site of a first date for Hiccup’s
bud, Toothless. Using a ray tracer was
also a complete game changer to their
previous efforts to light clouds with a
scan-line renderer.

Images courtesy of Dreamworks Animation.
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“Being able to light the cloudscape together
with the rest of the scene, including characters
and the rest of the environment, allowed lighting
artists complete freedom to achieve the look
required, without having to worry about matching
plates generated by two separate departments,”
Valle says.
DeBlois says it’s an “interesting dance” the way
that these films have challenged technology and
vice versa through the years. He says rendering
used to be so time-intensive on the back end of
making the Dragon films. Now, artists have these
“intuitive tools that allow them to iterate very
quickly and develop ideas in ways that we hadn’t
been able to before” because “not only are the
tools capable of creating these frames and doing
them very quickly. But the tools have been made
artist friendly.”
He says that, after a decade of working on these
films, he’s learned that “there is no limit to the
ambition of the image: if you can dream it up, you
can create it.”
Much like all good fairy tales.

MAKING THE LIGHT FURY
Hiccup isn’t the only one whose love life evolves in The Hidden
World. Toothless, his trusty black night fury, finds his soul mate
in the form of a nameless white, glimmering light fury, who also
helps him to embrace his destiny as a leader of his own tribe.
Simon Otto, Dragon’s Head of Character Animation, did some
of the early design work on Toothless’ betrothed. He says they
looked to actual members of the animal kingdom, theorizing
that if Toothless—who is inspired by black panthers as well as
dogs, cats, horses and small birds of prey—is like a lion; she’s
a lioness. They gave her shorter ears and a streamlined look that
also resemble a snow leopard and an axolotl (an amphibious
creature that’s near extinction, just like night furies).
Her glittery and mother-of-pearl coloring also gives her
opposite powers to Toothless; whereas he can camouflage at
night, she can hide in the day when she flies through her own
fire and makes her skin become reflective—a handy trick as
she doesn’t share her paramour’s trust in humans.
This, however, doesn’t stop them from showing affection. But
how did the Dragon animators decide how furies would kiss?
“Since Toothless is intentionally meant to exhibit familiar
behaviors you might see in your own pets, it made sense to
us that a lick would be the most poignant and innocent way
to communicate their affection,” says Director Dean DeBlois.

Director Dean DeBlois, Head of Character Animation
Simon Otto, Production Designer Pierre-Olivier Vincent, Head
of Lighting Pablo Valle and VFX Supervisor Dave Walvoord.

from left:
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BRICK BY BRICK
FIVE YEARS AGO, WE WERE INTRODUCED TO A CAST OF ENDEARING
CHARACTERS IN THE CHARMING STOP-MOTION-STYLIZED THE LEGO
MOVIE. NOW, THE STORY TAKES US BEYOND FINN’S IMAGINATION INTO
HIS SISTER’S REALM. CO-DIRECTOR TRISHA GUM, WHOSE BACKGROUND
IS IN STOP-MOTION, SHARES HER PERSPECTIVE ON THE NEW FILM,
THE LEGO MOVIE 2.
HOW DID YOU APPROACH THE SEQUEL?
We wanted to have the spirit, heart, humor and aesthetic style
that the audience loved in the first The LEGO Movie, but we had
a big mission ahead of us to make the film feel fresh and exciting.
It was really important to Chris Miller and Phil Lord to make it
look and feel like it was actually photographed [but] how can we
make it even more charming and tactile? We started exploring
[Finn’s sister] and her interests: she’s crafty and she loves space
and science. So that really helped give us the look and feel.
There’s a lot more mixed media, textures, and animation. We’re
using fabrics and paper, crayons and different things like that.

does fabric move when an animator touches it? What does it do
frame by frame? How does glitter move and what does it look
like when it’s actually animated?

WERE YOU PULLING DIFFERENT EXAMPLES OF TEXTURES
AS INSPIRATION?
It was a lot of R&D with our team. They were tasked to push the
boundaries and so there’s a lot of effects photography—how

CAN YOU GIVE ME A MORE CONCRETE EXAMPLE OF HOW
THIS WAS APPLIED?
We’re using fabric for a lot of our water work. Sometimes
it would look like it was on a cycle…too fluid. It looks too
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YOU COME FROM A STOP MOTION BACKGROUND. 		
HOW DID YOU APPLY YOUR EXPERIENCE?
I would try to approach everything [the same way] I would
shoot it in stop motion. We play with a lot of different
animation styles…like doing replacement effects. They are still
computer generated but we make it feel like what you would
have a [stop motion] animator do.

much like real water rather than somebody taking fabric and
playing with it as though it’s water. So we’d really analyze
it— if an animator were to touch this fabric and make it feel
like running water those folds in the fabric feel different than
it being on a computer-generated cycle—not as predictable,
not as smooth.
IS THERE SOMETHING YOU ARE PARTICULARLY PROUD OF?
It was so fun to go into space…but we were breaking new
ground with a lot of this stuff. It’s a new world from a little
girl’s perspective yet it doesn’t feel completely gender
stereotypical. She’s a very multi-faceted character and you
can really feel that in the world.
WHAT WAS ONE OF THE BIGGEST CHALLENGES?
One of our main characters is what we call a brick-built
character rather than a Minifigure [molded plastic], and
has different pieces but we really lean into the constraints
of what those characters can do which makes really
charming animation. But we had a character that was super
complicated because she was completely built of bricks and
she’s shape shifting. Everybody came together as a team to
figure out how she could move and function in that world.

too. They look a little bit more like a Minifigure but their
legs don’t separate so they can’t do kicks and their wrists
don’t rotate. We had choreographers come in and play with
Minifigures versus Mini-dolls versus brick-built characters.
How do you lean into that limitation and make it funny and
charming rather than going, “Oh that doesn’t feel like a real
dance because they’re not kicking their legs?”
SO EVERY LEGO ITEM IN THE MOVIE CAN ACTUALLY BE BUILT?
Everything that you see in the movie, with the exception of
the new mediums we’ve introduced in the little girl’s room, is
all built out of LEGOs and it’s really physically built out in the
computer. So every brick you see is an actual legal brick. Our
asset teams actually build with those things so you can look
at any set and go that’s LEGO number 55912. We never break
[the pieces] or alter them.

ARE YOU CONSTANTLY PLAYING WITH LEGOS?
LEGOs are all over the building. They’re in the editing bay, in
the writers’ room, and the animation table. We’ve got a few
dance sequences [with] all different kinds of characters—
Minifigures, the brick-built characters, then they have Minidolls, which are the Friends line, and they move differently

Unikitty (Alison Brie), Metalbeard (Nick Offerman), General Mayhem (Stephanie Beatriz), Batman (Will Arnett),
Benny (Charlie Day) and Lucy/Wyldstyle (Elizabeth Banks) in a scene from the animated adventure sequel The LEGO®Movie
2: The Second Part, from Warner Bros. Pictures and Warner Animation Group, in association with LEGO System A/S, a
Warner Bros. Pictures release. right inset: Emmet (Chris Pratt)
above (l-r):
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WILD AND
WONDERFUL
WONDER PARK ISN’T A TYPICAL AMUSEMENT PARK—IT’S A MAGICAL
DESTINATION IMAGINED BY A LITTLE GIRL NAMED JUNE. NOW, THAT
JUNE IS OLDER SHE’S LEFT BEHIND THESE CHILDISH NOTIONS BUT
JUST WHEN SHE LEAST EXPECTS IT THE PARK REVEALS ITSELF TO HER.
And, there, she meets a motley crew of furry friends
and enemies—in the form of an army of chipanzombies.
Character designer Taylor Krahenbuhl was one of the artists
tasked with bringing these creatures and humans to life.
Here, he tells us about his creative process.
WHAT WAS YOUR BRIEF WHEN IT CAME TO CHARACTER
DESIGN ON WONDER PARK?
It was really an open ended brief and up to our
interpretation of what we wanted to do with the characters
visually. I remember the first assignments I was given were
the parents in the film, June’s Mom and Dad. I was also
lucky enough to help in designing the bear, the two beavers,
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and the porcupine. In general, we were at a stage in the
production to try out different styles that we thought would
be unique and appealing.
CAN YOU TALK A LITTLE BIT ABOUT THE INSPIRATION
BEHIND THE CHARACTER DESIGN?
I was definitely inspired by the story team in regards to the
character designs. The gags, story moments, and even the
way they designed the characters in the storyboard itself
became a big part of how I tried to bring the characters to
life. Mark Dindal at one point drew the two beavers as these
crazy-eyed candy maniacs and I fell in love with that idea. To
emphasis that point I attempted to give them very expressive

eyes and wiry whiskers. I saw them as two brothers that were
always causing trouble and always working hand in hand.
Those designs came to life because of the great ideas from
Mark and the story team.
WHAT WERE SOME OF THE CHALLENGES?
Designing characters with an evolving story. There are
many changes to a script, characters are added and some
are taken away, themes emerge over time, personalities are
being created and molded as you design. It’s the nature of
animation and storytelling.
WHAT ARE YOU MOST PROUD OF?
I’m proud of the fact that some of my rough sketches
somehow passed through production with approvals
and were then put into many other artists’ hands. Those
characters are now living and breathing in the film. In the
grand scheme of things, my role was small. When the entire
team got their hands on the designs it was magic.
WONDER AND MAGIC IS A HUGE COMPONENT IN THIS
FILM. HOW DID THAT IMPACT THE DESIGN?
I don’t think the magical elements in the film necessarily
influenced the designs. What I can speak to is the magic I
saw in the original concept art created for the film. Chris
Appelhans had a visual development painting that was hung
on a wall down the hall from where I worked. I would pass
by it every single day. There was such a fantastic mood
and color palette packed into that design. For one reason
or another, the mood and color palette of the animals
became very playful, which in turn blended well with the

environment designs. The overall effect seemed to magnify
the idea of magic.
DO YOU APPROACH DESIGN DIFFERENTLY WHEN YOU ARE
DOING A 2D VERSUS 3D PROJECT?
When designing a character in the beginning I always try to make
it appealing regardless of the project being 2D or 3D. I tend to
work with more graphic shapes up front. During the production
phase all drawings of turnarounds, facial expressions, and any
other sketches that help define the form of the character [need]
to be resolved specifically for the 3D space.

June and her gang at Wonder Park; top, this page: A younger June playing with her dad; inset: Close-up of
Steve, the porcupine.

above, opposite:
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WEB OF
INNOVATION
By Evan Henerson

Creative solutions to existing software
electrifies Into the Spider-Verse
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YOU CAN TALK ABOUT ARTISTI
C INFLUENCES UNTIL YOU ARE
RED IN THE
FACE, AND ABOUT THE MEN, WO
MEN AND CREATURES WHO HAV
E EMERGED
FROM THE PARALLEL DIMENS
IONS OF THE MARVEL COMICS
UNIVERSE
TO MESS WITH MILES MORALES.
YOU CAN TALK ABOUT “ST YLIZ
ED
QUANTIZATION,” PATENTING INK
-LINE SOF TWARE, VOLUMETRI
C OBJECTS
AND ALL OF THE AMAZING TEC
HNOLOGY USED TO BRING A COM
IC BOOK
TO EXPLOSIVE THREE-DIMENS
IONAL LIFE ON A MOVIE SCREEN
.
BUT THE DIRECTIVE TO SONY
PICTURES ANIMATION’S JUSTIN
K.
THOMPSON AS HE BEGAN THE
MULTI-YEAR JOURNEY THAT WO
ULD
CULMINATE IN SPIDER MAN: INT
O THE SPIDER-VERSE WAS ACT
UALLY
FAIRLY STRAIGHTFORWARD.
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“Make something I’ve never seen
before,” recalls Thompson, SpiderVerse’s production designer. “That’s all
anybody ever said to me. I’ve worked with
[producers] Phil Lord and Christopher
Miller for 14 years, and they gave me an
incredible amount of autonomy. They
told me how they wanted things to feel
emotionally, psychologically and storywise and pretty much asked me to create
something they had never seen.”
Mission very much accomplished.
Comic book enthusiasts have seen many
of the techniques employed by SpiderVerse, but never on the big screen. Within
the pages of comic books, readers accept
thought bubbles, electrifying bursts of
color, the onomatopoeic noises—“Kawham!, “Oof!”—of someone taking
a blow. To transform the comic book
universe into the world of the film—and
to make it look believable and visually
appealing—Thompson and his team had
to use existing software in revolutionary
new ways. This was true whether the
object being rendered was an eightarmed supervillain, a Manhattan walk-up,
a subway tunnel or anything else the
artists could dream up.

“Maya and some of the rendering
software is pretty much industry standard
stuff,” says Thompson. “Once you get
outside that, we pretty much had to
develop everything from scratch.”
The teen-age graffiti artist Miles is at
the center of the film, but Spider-Verse
includes characters from a host of
comic styles of different eras. There’s
the Japanese Manga-influenced Peni
Parker who travels with her own robot;
the ‘30s era pulp comic, black and white
Spider-Man Noir; the Mad Magazine-y
Peter Porker (Spider-Ham), the Jason
Latour-influenced Spider-Gwen and two
Peter Parkers. Villains and monsters
include old friends—or fiends—like the
Green Goblin, Scorpion, Doc Ock and
the Prowler.
The hand-drawn look of the film
was painstakingly achieved through
computer-generated images being
revised via an overlay of hand-drawn
art, making every frame resemble
something out of a comic book or
graphic novel. Even the deliberate blur
of the CMYK offset—which looks like a
misprint in the comics—is reproduced
in the Spider-Verse.

2D IN A 3D WORLD
For a character designer like Omar
Smith, the task at hand would be finding
a way to negotiate the two styles.
“It was trying to find the volumetric
shapes that encompassed all of Shiyoon
Kim’s character design style that he
established in 2D, but knowing that
Justin Thompson and his entire visual
development crew were going to apply
all the crazy illustrative graphic designs
on top,” says Smith, a 3D character visual
development artist on the film. “I guess
that would be the biggest challenge:
trying to find the balance between
nice 3D shapes that are going to work
graphically with a 2D look.”
To make the characters both credible
and consistent with the comic book style
they were emulating, the Spider-Verse
artists employed tools that allowed them
to draw expressive linework or create
reflections in 3D space. By using this
software, one could put wrinkles around a
character’s eyes and also use the soft color
line of 2D animation, making it any color
the animator wanted. The Ink-line software
is one of several techniques from the film
that Sony has submitted for a patent.
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above, from left: Sketch of Morales and concept art of Wanda. opposite, from top:
Lighting keys/concept art for Spider-Gwen; An example of a burst card;
Miles Morales. previous page: Morales falls through an alternate NYC universe.
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WAS GOING TO WORK,
“NOBODY WAS SURE IT
T THAT WAS LIKE THE
AND NEITHER WAS I, BU
G THE ENTIRE TIME.”
THEME OF FILMMAKIN
Miles Morales, Peter Parker and Spider-Gwen; Kingpin and
Miles’ epic battle; Peter Parker. above: Concept art and sketches for Miles Morales.

opposite, from top:

CONNECTING THE DOTS
Screentones and the use of reflective
light are another game-changer. The
team had to work to get the computers
to create unique light sources out of the
dots that mimicked the familiar Ben-Day
dots of comics, but those dots were
must-haves, according to Thompson.
“The value-added proposition to this
movie is that you get to be inside a comic
book,” says Thompson. “So I needed
characters to be able to walk through
these dots and be affected by them. If
there’s a light source on screen, I needed
it to actually interact with the character
in an exact way. I wanted there to be one
set of screentones for the highlights,
one for the half tones and then another
one for the shadows. If you look at the
comics, that’s actually how they do it.”
For the buildings that fill up
Manhattan, Brooklyn, and the other
three Boroughs, the film’s software
designers employed a device, which came
to be known as the Magic Cube. The
cube placed randomly-generated shape
patterns in all of the windows, helping to
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give all of the structures a uniqueness.
During a subsequent visit to New York,
Thompson strolled around and noted
how closely the Magic Cube patterns
seemed to match what actually existed.

SHADY CHARACTER
Creating human skin tones to synch
up with the graphic style of the film was
a trial and error procedure that took a
year to perfect. According to Thompson,
having the characters integrate
seamlessly into the graphic environment
was a constant challenge and matching
up the skin was especially difficult
Consider the villainous Kingpin, an
enormous figure whose head and hands
seem to be in different planes from his
body. Thompson envisioned the character
as a nod to the Kingpin rendered in Bill
Sienkiewicz’s “Daredevil” comics.
Where most of the other characters were
chiseled or otherwise well-defined, Kingpin
was largely defined by his girth. But the
character had to be able to emote, not come
off as what Smith calls “a huge slab of meat.”
“You wanted to feel that he wasn’t

a blobby character, but a character of
mass and structure,” says Smith, who
worked extensively on the character with
Thompson. “Once again, you’re working
with all of these awesome shapes, and
you know that visual development is
going to come in and really determine
how the lights will react with all of these
folds and wrinkles.”
Thompson conceived him as a vast
silhouette and wanted to figure out a way
that the character could appear to reject
all sense of space. The artists ended up
rigging the character’s head, hands and
body separately and hiding the points
of detachment. Considering that the
character would engage in an effects-laden
battle with Miles at the film’s culmination,
Kingpin had to be visually strong.
“It has to feel like the character has
volume, but you can’t actually sense the
volume, just have a black silhouette with
hands and head that sort of float around,”
says Thompson. “Nobody was sure it was
going to work, and neither was I, but that
was like the theme of filmmaking the
entire time.”
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HONORING OUR
FELLOW ARTISTS

LOLEE ARIES 7/10/18

FRED CRIPPEN. 3/22/18

With a long list of animation comedies
on her roster, Aries produced Family Guy,
King of the Hill, The Simpsons and The Fairly
OddParents amongst many other credits.
She was 61.

Creator of the iconic ‘60s animated
series Roger Ramjet, he worked for UPA
until setting out on his own to co-found
Pantomime Pictures. His credits include
Adventures of Sonic the Hedgehog, Teenage
Mutant Ninja Turtles, and Sabrina, the
Teenage Witch. He was 90.

GERARD BALDWIN 4/18/18

The Emmy-winning animation director and
producer is best known for his work on The
Smurfs, producing more than 94 episodes.
With more than 40 years in the business,
his directing credits include George of the
Jungle, The Jetsons, Muppet Babies, Rugrats
and more. He was 89.
ADAM BURKE 10/8/18

Burke worked in animation for 27 years
with 17 of those years at Pixar. He worked
with Don Bluth on Thumbelina, on Warner
Bros.’ Iron Giant and DreamWorks’ The
Road to El Dorado, and most recently on
the Incredibles 2. He was 47.
PAUL CARLSON 8/22/18

The animator kicked off his career as a
clean-up artist for the iconic meatball
scene in Lady and the Tramp but spent
the majority of his career as a production
manager for Disney and UPA. His drawing
of the Baltimore Orioles mascot was used
between 1966 and 1993. He was 85.
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BOB DOROUGH 4/23/18
The jazz pianist and composer wrote and performed all the songs in the iconic children’s
TV show Schoolhouse Rock! He was 94.
EDWARD FAIGIN 3/18/18
For more than 50 years, he worked as an
animator and cartoonist for Disney, Warner
Bros., and Hannah-Barbera working on
many iconic characters including Bugs
Bunny and Daffy Duck. He was 95.
ERIC FERNANDES 5/22/18

The CG supervisor started his career in
visual effects on Planet of the Apes and
The Lord of the Rings films and worked at
DreamWorks Animation on Shrek 2, Kung
Fu Panda and more before returning to his
VFX roots. He was 51.
MARCIA FERTIG (1/31/2018)

Animator and Director Fertig started at
Disney in the ‘40s, became an animator

STAN LEE 11/12/18

The comic book editor, writer and
publisher rose through the ranks of the
family-owned Marvel Comics to change
the future of superheroes and—in the
process—animation. He was 95.

PETER FIRMIN 7/1/2018

With his partner Oliver Postgate, they
created the popular UK children’s
shows Bagpuss (voted the most popular
BBC children’s series of all-time), Ivor
the Engine, and The Clangers. The stop
motion animator and producer received
a special BAFTA Award in 2014 for his
achievements. He was 89.

RICK LEON 7/12/18
The animator and timing director worked
for more than 30 years in the industry with
credits on Scooby-Doo and Scrappy-Doo, Pound
Puppies, The Smurfs, DuckTales, Kim Possible,
Mickey Mouse Clubhouse and many more.
CARLOS LEMOS 3/16/2018

The cartoonist and storyboard artist
moved from the Philippines to California
to pursue his passion for drawing at Sony
Pictures, Warner Bros., Hanna-Barbera
and New World Animation. He was 84.

Photo by Anacleto Rapping. © Getty Images

EVERY YEAR, THE ANIMATION GUILD PAYS
TRIBUTE TO THOSE WHO HAVE PASSED
IN AN “AFTERNOON OF REMEMBRANCE.”
HERE, WE MOURN THE LOSS OF SO MANY
TALENTED INDIVIDUALS.

at Hanna-Barbera in the ‘60s, returned as
an animator on The Fox and the Hound at
Disney in the ‘70s, and worked at Warner
Bros., Ruby-Spears and Filmation until
she retired in 1987. She was 97.

BUD LUCKEY 2/24/18

Best known for his work in animation (PIXAR/
Disney/Sesame Street), the Oscar-nominated
Luckey designed Woody from Toy Story
and also worked as a charcter designer on
Monsters, Inc. and Cars. He voiced Eeyore and
Chuckles the Clown, among others. He was 83.
DON LUSK 12/30/18

STEPHEN HILLENBURG 11/26/18

A director, writer and producer,
Hillenburg created the indelible
character of SpongeBob SquarePants.
The former marine biology teacher
drew from a childhood love of Jacques
Cousteau to give life to the world of
Bikini Bottom. He was 57.
PAULETTE KING-HAZLITT 8/12/18

Animator and storyboard revisionist
King-Hazlitt worked on both TV and film
productions including Happily Ever After,
Darkwing Duck and BraveStarr. She was 77.
LES KALUZA 6/23/2018

Born in Poland, the animator and director
moved to the U.S. in the ‘60s. He worked
for Paramount, Hanna-Barbera, Filmation,
Calico, and Nickelodeon on Popeye the
Sailor Man, Tom & Jerry, Yogi Bear and
more. He was 88.

The legendary
animator’s career
spanned more than
60 years. Starting
at Disney in 1933,
he spent more than
20 years at HannaBarbera, directing more than 100 episodes
of The Smurfs. He worked on classics such as
Snow White, Fantasia, Bambi and Pinocchio,
participated in the 1941 strike, and served in
WWII. He was 105.
MICHAEL LYMAN 10/7/18

With more than 30 years in the industry,
the timing director worked on a long list
of animated productions including Sonic
the Hedgehog, King of the Hill, The Wild
Thornberrys, Ultimate Spider-Man, and most
recently She-Ra and the Princesses of Power.
He was 67.
JOHN MAHONEY 2/5/18

An actor and Frasier regular, Mahoney voiced
the general in The Iron Giant. He was 78.

DARRELL MCNEILL 7/4/18
At the age of 18, MacNeill started as an
inbetweener for Hanna-Barbera. For the
next 40 years, he worked as a storyboard
artist for studios such as Filmation, DIC,
and Calico. He also authored two books on
the history of animation. He was 60.
CHUCK MCCANN 4/8/18
The prolific actor voiced characters
in DuckTales, Garfield and Friends, The
New Adventures of Winnie the Pooh, The
Powerpuff Girls and more. He was 83.
DAVE MICHENER

2/15/2018
As an animator and
story artist with Walt
Disney Studios for
more than 30 years,
Michener left his
mark on classics such
as Sleeping Beauty, 101 Dalmatians, Mary
Poppins, and The Jungle Book. He was 85.
JACQUES MULLER 11/4/18

The French animator moved to London to
work on Who Framed Roger Rabbit then joined
Disney in the U.S. working on The Rescuers
Down Under. He also wrote the book 40 Years
of Animated Cartoons. He was 62.
RICK REINERT 11/5/18
Long-time owner of Rick Reinert
Productions, the director and producer
worked on ABC Weekend Specials, and many
Winnie the Pooh shorts. He was 93.
JERRY RICHARDSON 5/17/2018

As a background designer and animation
director, Richardson worked on a myriad
of shows, including Teen Titans Go!, Scooby
Doo! Mystery Incorporated, Phineas and Ferb,
and Hey Arnold!
JON SCHNEPP 7/19,18

Best known for Adult Swim’s Metalocalypse,
the director, cartoonist, and voice actor
worked for Nickelodeon and Cartoon
Network. He was 51.
DAVID OGDEN STIERS 3/3/18
The TV and stage star was known in
animation as the voice of Cogsworth in
Disney’s Beauty and the Beast, as well as

voices for Pocahontas, Atlantis, Justice
League, Winnie the Pooh, Regular Show,
and Pet Project. He was 75.
KATHI SPENCER 5/31/18

Spencer worked as a 3D Compositor and
Lighting Technical Director at Disney Feature
Animation and DreamWorks. She was 60.
DEAN STEFAN 5/15/2018
Often cited for his wicked sense of humor,
Stefan wrote for Masters of the Universe,
Darkwing Duck, My Friends Tigger And
Pooh, Transformers: Rescue Bots, Skylanders
Academy among many others. He was 65.
JANICE STOCKS 11/11/17
The storyboard director and animator worked
on Heathcliff & the Catillac Cats and Jem and
the Holograms, among other productions.
STEPHEN SUSTARSIC 10/27/18

The prolific writer and produced wrote for
both live action and animation, kicking off
his career writing on The Jeffersons. He also
wrote for The Wild Thornberrys, WordGirl
and more. He was 62.
STEVE SWAJA 1/16/2018
A prop designer, Swaja was known for his
work on Lazer Tag Academy, Centurions,
Chuck Norris: Karate Kommandos, Maxie’s
World, G.I. Joe, James Bond Jr., and RoboCop:
Alpha Commando. He was 89.
ISAO TAKAHATA 4/5/18
Japanese director and co-founder of Studio
Ghibli, he directed Grave of the Fireflies, and
The Tale of Princess Kaguya.
DAVID WYATT 9/10/18
A writer on live action TV shows such as
Martin and The Wayan Bros., Wyatt turned
his attention towards animation in his later
years working for Warner Bros. He was 54.
DOUG YOUNG 1/7/18

As a voice actor, he was heard in many HannaBarbera cartoons between 1959 and around
1965 but is surely best known as the voice of
Doggie Daddy in the Augie Doggie cartoons
on the Quick Draw McGraw series. He was 98.
Special thanks to Tom Sito
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C A L E N DA R

MAR

C A L E N DA R

1
26

Gallery 839 Opening
TAG Tuesday – Wear your t-shirt!

General Membership Meeting			
		 – IA delegate nominations
CalArts Print Fair

29-31
31

APR

5
19

APR (CONT)

WonderCon Anaheim
LACMA’s 3D: Double Vision exhibit ends

Gallery 839 Opening

MAY

25
30

ArtCenter Grad Show – Industry night

3
6
27
28

Gallery 839 Opening

TAG Tuesday – Wear your t-shirt!

Emmy Entry Deadline
Memorial Day contract holiday
TAG Tuesday – Wear your t-shirt!
General Membership Meeting

Good Friday contract holiday
(except DreamWorks, Nickelodeon & Rough Draft)

You made your TRAINING Program
a huge SUCCESS!
Thank you for taking the opportunity to learn and sharpen your
skills with us! For members interested in FREE Training, please
email: 5startraining@eido-ed.com or call us: 818.210.3518.

AD

F I N A L N OT E

SADIE BODIN AND
THE FIRST PICKET LINE
Looking back, inker Sadie Friedlander
Bodin called herself “a little nobody” when
she inadvertently became a footnote in
animation history for picketing New York’s
Van Beuren Studios in 1935 to protest
being fired for union activity. Today, your
right to participate in a union is legally
protected but, at the time, Bodin was
risking her future livelihood in claiming
that right under the new National Labor
Relations Board (NLRB). Picketing began
at lunchtime on Wednesday, April 17, and
was part of the Animated Motion Picture
Workers Union (AMPWU)’s effort to
publicize her situation prior to a hearing
before the Board. The protest, which
was repeated twice more, called for a
boycott of theaters showing Van Beuren’s
Tattletale and Rainbow Parade cartoons.
Van Beuren itself had been plagued by
chaotic management that, among other
things, resulted in frequent unpaid
overtime. Burt Gillett, director of Disney’s
enormously successful Three Little Pigs,
was put in charge, but he proved even
more erratic than his predecessors,
probably due to his alcoholism. Laying
off all the men in ink and paint followed
Disney practice, but there was also a
pattern of capriciously hiring and firing
artists in all departments.

Efforts to unionize animation workers were
fairly common in the mid-thirties. These
were usually amateur efforts, done in secret
lest management fire those involved. And
Bodin, before joining the AMPWU and
becoming its recording secretary, even
tried to form a union on her own. The NLRB,
set up as part of the National Industrial
Recovery Act (NIRA) of 1933, aimed to make
it easier for workers to organize and to
settle disputes such as Bodin’s.
Bodin’s efforts ended when the Supreme
Court declared the NIRA unconstitutional.
Records indicate the Board did not
view her case favorably, though they
considered charging the studio with
unfair labor practices. (The NLRB was
quickly revived by the Wagner Act in
July 1935.) The AMPWU faded away, but
its efforts eventually bore fruit in 1937
when the Fleischer strike resulted in the
industry’s first union contract.

YOUR FUTURE
Experience a world of opportunity to benefit your craft, your career and your business.

NAB Show® is the most dynamic gathering of forward-thinking technologists, developers and thought leaders
who you need to meet — and who want to meet you, too. They will inspire you, enlighten you and collaborate
with you to ensure a bright future in challenging times. This is an investment in yourself and the career you’re
passionate about. Come to enhance your productivity and performance in the digital era and capitalize on the
people and the technology that will take you further. Your story will never be the same.

After her firing, Bodin left animation to
raise a family, returning after the war. She
helped crack the glass ceiling for women
by becoming first a background artist and
then an animation coordinator, helping to
set up a number of commercial houses in
New York. Not bad for a little nobody.
– Harvey Deneroff

APRIL 6–11, 2019 I LAS VEGAS
Register Today: NABShow.com
Free* Exhibits Pass with Code MP03
*Offer expires March 24, 2019. Starting March 25, a $50 fee will be applied.
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